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Introduction
Howard Williams’s essay started this volume by asking why we should go back to Kant when we seek to understand human rights as they exist in today’s globalized world. This chapter is written under the auspices of MultiRights, an ERC Advanced Grant and PluriCourts – a Norwegian Centre of Excellence. I am grateful to Reidar Maliks for constructive suggestions. It is a good question: why turn once again to a dead white European man for answers to our own questions? The social and legal setting of his day differed so much from ours that we may well wonder what his thoughts might contribute to our world. Our legal setting today is characterized not just by state sovereignty but by a growing set of international institutions including the United Nations and the European Union; human rights conventions, and international courts and treaty monitoring bodies to ensure that states that have signed on to conventions observe their obligations to protect rights. This reality was very far from the Europe in which Kant found himself, characterized as it was by the balance of power principle, temporary alliances, and justified by the reason of state doctrine, which included war as a normal part of politics.
One reason for the choice of Kant is that we must start somewhere, and extrapolating or triangulating Kant’s answers to see if they can address our questions seems one worthwhile way to go for at least two reasons. First is the lasting influence of his conception of moral autonomy and legal independence. The notion that persons have a human right to freedom compatible with the equal freedom of others, and that they therefore ought to be given the legal status of independence from arbitrary power, has been powerful in the West. The rules and values of modern legal systems often reflect this emphasis on freedom as the foundation of civil, political, and social rights. 
Second is the significance of Kant’s international and cosmopolitan theory. Most of Kant’s political theory went into defending a civil order in the state. But unlike many other thinkers in the liberal tradition, he was acutely aware that once the domestic rule of law is established the problem arises of how to establish lawful relations among states, and between individuals and the states in which they travel. His international relations theory thus proposed a notion of a federation of states, which would secure peace through law. He also included a cosmopolitan theory, which takes as point of departure the original common possession of the earth, and sees what follow for rights and duties if we consider persons members of a global community. These theories are the philosophical foundations for some of the weightiest current contributions to international political philosophy, which indicates their relevance for the contemporary globalized condition.
Kant’s philosophy prompts us to thinking about what would count as a more just and legitimate global order and how we might get there. As many of the contributions to this volume indicate, the answer may hinge on the view we take on the expanding multi-level human rights judiciary. What are we to make of  the proliferation of human rights treaties at regional and global levels? For some it stirs hope – for others despair. Optimistically, human rights protection herald an emerging cosmopolitan constitution that will provide a moral foundation for international law. Charles Beitz, The Idea of Human Rights. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2009; Allen Buchanan, Justice, legitimacy, and self-determination: moral foundations for international law. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2004. Others fear that the manifold new human rights courts and treaty bodies may lead to an inflation of rights, conflicting jurisdiction and conflicting or inconsistent jurisprudence. This new constellation of courts and treaty bodies raises questions of whether national authorities should respect global or regional obligations, and what right human rights organs have to challenge domestic legislators, governments or courts.
	It is in order to understand the puzzles raised by human rights principles and institutions that the essays in this volume develop thinking that is Kantian, that is, inspired by his particular way of thinking about the relation between rights and the rule of law. The following are some reflections prompted by these contributions. The first section explores the role of theories of human rights law, the second section explores the unit of analysis, whether it should be courts or the global basic structure. Section three asks whether international courts suffer a democratic deficit worth worrying about; section four addresses prescriptions – what institutional mechanisms would suffice for legitimacy; section five asks what should guide the discretion of judges of international courts, while section six suggests some remaining ‘Kantian’ issues to be explored.



The role of theories of human rights law

Some of the most significant controversies about human rights today center on how best to conceive the relationship between normative political theory and legal institutions. There is, as Williams argues, a need for moral reasoning about principles that can help us with the questions international law is facing. How can Kant contribute to these discussions?

	One possibility is that the normative aim of his theory can function as a criterion for human rights. The normative aim is described in this volume as non-domination, external freedom, and independence. Does that amount to an account that can tell us that some rights, such as the right to political participation and to the material conditions for survival, should be included among human rights proper? 


	One current distinction in this endeavor is between naturalist and institutionalist approaches to human rights. The former are moral principles for political regulation, while the latter are moral principles about legislation and the binding legal framework. As Zylberman expresses the distinction, naturalist views see human rights as “pre-conventional, pre-institutional and historically invariant norms belonging to human beings as such.” Institutionalist views, on the other hand, see human rights as “institutional norms” that arise in the modern international state system and that function to limit state sovereignty. See Zylberman, this volume p.  Kant criticized the natural law tradition – Grotius, Pufendorf and Vattel etc – for being mere “sorry comforters”, because their principles were merely moral advice lacking any reflection on the role played by such principles in building institutional structures. One way to utilize Kant is to explore whether his critique of the natural law tradition holds up against current naturalist conceptions, such as those offered by James Griffin and John Tasioulas. James Griffin, On Human Rights. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2009; John Tasioulas, "The moral reality of human rights" in Freedom from Poverty as a Human Right: Who owes What to the Very Poor? T. W. Pogge. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2007.

	 Griffin, for example, takes great care to establish personhood as a value belonging to human beings as such, abstracted from any social and political institutions in which they may find themselves. Laws are just instruments to realize this moral value. But if we follow Kant, the appropriate task for political philosophy may instead be to explore which rights are integral to how societies legitimately can regulate themselves through political institutions.

	What, then, is special about international human rights institutions from a Kantian perspective? How are they best to be defended? One suggestion is that they are necessary in order to establish rightful conditions between citizens and public authority, as argued by Davies and Maliks. Persons have the right not to be subject to arbitrary rule, and the restrictions imposed by international human rights are meant to secure that governments stand by this obligation. The task of these institutions may be to over-rule domestic courts, reconcile opposing rulings, or evaluate the reasoning of domestic courts, for example by a proportionality test.


	Another suggestion is that the states’ duty to protect human rights only one aspect of the states’ duty to leave an international condition of anarchy and set up an international rule of law, as Zylberman suggests. If human rights are “matters of international concern”, then states may be committed to establishing international legal institutions for securing them as a condition of securing peace among nations. This indicates that the Kantian view of international rule of law, and therefore peace, may be not just a matter of states’ external behavior, but also their internal constitutions.



2. The unit of analysis: courts or the global basic structure?

	In exploring the legitimacy of international courts it is necessary to decide about the appropriate unit of analysis. Courts can be seen either in isolation, or as a part of the global basic structure. The global basic structure consists of the major economic and political institutions of the world, which have an impact on people’s lives. Starting from Williams’ Hegelian view that ‘the true is the whole’ there may be good reasons for choosing the global basic structure as the unit of analysis. Doing so affects how we think about what domain that should be under democratic control in order to call the system democratic and – more importantly – hold that it respects all as equals (or, as Kant would say, allow persons to “see their rational will as contained within the law” and thus be bound by it yet remain free). Must all institutions within the global basic structure be democratic - or only some?


	This distinction between limited and wide units of analysis is helpful to assess some criticism that appears to suffer a “fallacy of composition”, the belief that what holds for an element of the global basic structure must hold for it as a whole. Assume that the global basic structure as a whole may have to be accountable, transparent, under some form of democratic control etc. It does not follow that every part of the global structure must be required to be transparent or be subject to competitive democratic elections. A holistic account would thus not agree that the central question is: “How can the rule of international courts be justified in accordance with basic principles of democratic legitimacy?” Bogdandy, Armin von and Ingo Venzke. “In Whose Name?: An Investigation of International Courts’ Public Authority and Its Democratic Justification.” European Journal of International Law 23 (2012): 7–41. It may well be correct that the global basic structure as a whole must have mechanisms of accountability — democratic and otherwise. These may include elements of consent to determine which of several possible norms should bind the parties, e.g. in the form of a treaty; and be sufficiently effective so as to promote or even secure certain objectives. But each institution must not incorporate all such legitimating mechanisms. For instance, a theory may value democratic forms of governance for both intrinsic and instrumental reasons, yet deny that all institutions should be based on unconstrained majority rule after suitable deliberation. Thus Philip Pettit notes concerning some theories of democracy associating democracy exclusively with the rule of the collective people: “If the role of democracy is to empower all and only the common, recognizable interests of people, then a very bad way of pursuing that role will be to give over control of government to anything like unconstrained, majority rule.” Pettit, Philip. “Democracy: Electoral and Contestatory.” In Designing Democratic Institutions, edited by Ian Shapiro and Stephen Macedo. New York, New York University Press (2000): 104-144, at 139.  


	The upshot is that an “undemocratic” international human rights judiciary may still be a legitimate part of a legitimate global basic structure. International courts may be a valuable part of a multi-level legal order, which as a whole is sufficiently controlled by democratic mechanisms to be legitimate, i.e. it is justifiable toward all affected parties as equals. There are several legitimation mechanisms that ought to be distinguished; some have to do with democracy, others with justice. The focus of institutional theories of legitimacy is on complex combination of such legitimation mechanisms, as applied to a broader subject — the global basic structure as a whole. This broader subject matter, I venture, makes it less likely to assume that any increase in democratic accountability, transparency or other standard of legitimacy, in any part of the structure also increases the overall normative legitimacy of the global basic structure. 



3. Do International courts suffer a democratic deficit worth worrying about?

The question of what is the best Kantian interpretation of democratic legitimacy receives attention in this volume. The Kantian concern is to avoid domination, and he defines just laws as those that everyone could be conceived as consenting to. Yet what follows from that for democratic institutions? Recently it has been maintained that international judicial review of majoritarian democratic legislatures leads to a democratic deficit. Bellamy, Richard. “The Democratic Legitimacy of International Human Rights
Conventions: Political Constitutionalism and the Hirst Case.” In The Legitimacy of International Human Rights Regimes: Legal, Political and Philosophical Perspectives, edited by Andreas Føllesdal, Johan Karlsson Schaffer and Geir Ulfstein. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013; Waldron, Jeremy. “The Core of the Case Against Judicial Review.” The Yale Law Journal 115 (2006): 1346–1406. This is because courts lack democratic legitimacy, yet they interfere with democratic organs and in some cases they make new law. Indeed, some human rights would seem to require courts to address matters of social and economic policies that require difficult, politically sensitive balancing – as argues Özlem Ayse Özgür. This volume pp. xx

	Yet, it is also possible to argue that the contrary is the case: some international human rights courts can enable democratic decision making by the demos, rather than constraining it. As Ahlhaus argues, courts can enable individuals to claim their rights to political participation by vindicating political rights against parliamentary assemblies that seek to restrict it. Thereby the international court paradoxically secures the basis of the democratic action even while it restricts the main democratic forum of a polity.


	From a Kantian point of view a division of powers is central to securing non-domination. If a court is not situated within a political context consistuted by a legislature, the worry would be that it will be unrestrained and able to impose itself too much in the decisions of domestic democratic assemblies. Yet this lack of a division of powers may not be a serious weakness as long as there are other checks and balances. As Bohman comments about the European system, it consistutes “a forum and a variety of locations and sites for deliberation around which transnational publics can form to challenge the exercise of institutional powers and authorities.” Cited by Ahlhaus in this volume p.  


	A quite different source of illegitimacy is explored by Patberg. Based on a Kantian view of popular sovereignty he argues that one condition for the legitimacy of international courts is that they have been established by the demos itself. The people is here understood along the line of the constituent power, which engages in ‘extraordinary politics’ when setting up these constitutions. The politics is extraordinary because it is not merely about decision making within oridnary institutions, it is about the creation of those very institutions. A quick glance at the history of international human rights courts shows that none were set up by the direct agency of the people, and from the perspective of the theory of the constituent power this is a democratic deficit. The theory of the constituent power indicates that we have reason to consider very carefully whether the current intergovernmental approach to institution-building is the most appropriate from a democratic point of view.


4. Prescriptions: What institutional mechanisms would suffice for legitimacy?

	Kant advocated the creation of federations to protect the international rule of law. In considering how international human rights courts can be made more legitimate by establishing similar political frameworks around them two interesting issues may be distinguished: substantive suggestions for improvements, and procedural suggestions for who should be entitled to make the changes. As to substance, a crucial question explored by some contributors to this volume is whether new political institutions should represent states or individuals. The current approach to international institutions is characterized by intergovernmental solutions among states. But if we adopt a Kantian cosmopolitan approach the new institutions would be accountable instead to individuals. This raises the question of whether the federation should be transnational or cosmopolitan.


	As to procedural suggestions the question is, in Patberg’s words, “Who should be entitled to establish and reform international human rights courts and to define their competences and decision procedures in the first place?“ Patberg in this volume p. Should, for instance, such reforms be undertaken by states, by ‘transnational demoi’, or some mix? Should there be more input from legislatures when consenting to treaties with courts, not only executives? 


	A warning may be in order here. We should be careful not to assume that every increase in accountability or increased match between an institution’s objectives and its outputs does not increase legitimacy. Some scholars seem to hold a "cumulative" view of how to increase the legitimacy of particular institutions, or of the global basic structure as a whole. 


	Consider for instance Buchanan and Keohane who lay out three plausible conditions that they claim tend to enhance the legitimacy of global governance institutions such as the WTO, the IMF and the International Criminal Court — and presumably the human rights judiciary. Allen Buchanan and Robert O. Keohane, ‘The legitimacy of global governance institutions’, Ethics and International Affairs 20 (4):405–437 (2006). Such institutions must, first, enjoy a minimum of moral acceptability in terms of human rights; second, they must provide some benefit otherwise out of reach compared to alternative institutions; third, they must enjoy "institutional integrity" in the form of a match between its actual performance, its procedures, and major goals.  


	They go on to claim that “[O]ur three substantive conditions are best thought of as what Rawls calls “’counting principles’”: “the more of them an institution satisfies, and the higher the degree to which it satisfies them, the stronger its claim to legitimacy.” Ibid. p. 424. Against this view I submit that it seems mistaken to hold that any increase in a valuable component or aspect of democratic rule, or a mechanism of legitimation such as "institutional integrity," also necessarily increases the "quality" of democracy, or increases the legitimacy of the institution, not to mention the set of institutions of the global basic structure as a whole. The relationship between inclusion in decision making processes and increased "quality" of democratic deliberation, election and accountability is much more complex. Consider, for instance, the risks of corporatist arrangements that increase when some veto players among the population are included. Such decision procedures may well leave other affected parties even more disenfranchised and arguably worse off due to this inclusion of some others. Similarly with regard to the relation between a better match of stated objectives and actual effects to a more legitimate institution. This would clearly depend on which objectives the treaty or institution has, and what implications this treaty has for the distribution of benefits and burdens. Consider, for instance, a more scrupulously sanctioned patent directive for important medicines. Unless those patent rights are crafted so as to allow the poor access to medicines, the overall benefit of  stricter compliance are open to challenge. When those objectives are indeed compatible with human rights the case for increased legitimacy may be stronger, but otherwise not. 



5. What should guide the discretion of judges of international courts?

	The role of judiciaries in international human rights courts receives attention in this volume. A central question in Maliks’s essay is whether judges should be authorized only to interpret and apply the law, or whether they should be entitled to create the law. This question is often raised by the fact that human rights law tends to be vague and about abstract moral notions such as dignity and liberty. This is particularly a thorny issue in the cases of treaty based law, where there is no obvious way to get lawgivers to be more precise.


	Perhaps lawgivers can authorize courts to engage in wide discreation. This can be analyzed in game theoretic terms as a ‘battle of the sexes’. This is a scenario where a husband and wife cannot agree whether to attend the opera or go to a football match, yet both prefer to go to the same event. Cf Luce, R Duncan, and Raiffa, Howard, Games and Decisions Wiley & Sons, 1957, Chapter 5, section 3. The parties to a treaty want a solution within a certain range, but rank the alternatives differently. They may succeed only in making very vague law, but at the same time they may decide to authorize a court to interpret the law dynamically so as to in fact make the law, within certain limits and guided by preamble and the stated aims and objectives of the treaty. 


	As Møller shows, for Kant the reasoning judges engage in cannot be algorithmic, the answers do not come with logical necessity but results from judgment of the laws and of the particulars of a case. What then should guide their judgment? Should judges be guided by ‘moral’ concerns, or by purely ‘legal’ concerns? Among the suggestions mentioned in the book are the original meaning of the framers, the objectives of the treaties, the principles of (global) justice or the idea of the original (international?) contract (paraphrasing Davies). Or should their discretion instead be guided by considerations reflecting that this is a legal body, and that it is part of a complex multi-level checks and balances system? Seeking the right answer to this question might benefit from first explaining whether courts ought to draw their standards from shared national practices or adopt a standard all states could adopt because it, in Williams words, seeks ‘to emphasize the good of the whole.’ Williams this volume, p.



6. Remaining ‘Kantian’ issues to be explored 

	Future research on Kantian theory and human rights might explore whether it should include Ideal or non-ideal theory, or both. For the distinction between ideal and non-ideal theory, see John Rawls, The Law of Peoples, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999. Should human rights institutions include both democratic and undemocratic states? One important strand of normative theory is labeled "ideal theory." Its concerns are the appropriate standards of legitimacy for a global basic structure whose institutions are generally ordered according to such standards, and where most actors follow those rules. "Non-ideal" theory, on the other hand, concerns the appropriate standards for the various circumstances of partial compliance, or of compliance with less than legitimate institutions. 


	A particular challenge for a legitimate human rights judiciary today is that the topic clearly belongs to non-ideal theory. The norms and treaty bodies must be appropriate for well-functioning, human rights respecting rule of law states, and at the same time also apply to states that are unwilling and/or unable with regard to human rights. Some ideal theory approaches seem helpful and in Kant’s spirit, for example Thomas Christiano’s, which explores  voluntary association among democracies. Thomas Christiano, ‘Democratic Legitimacy and International Institutions’ in The Philosophy of International Law, eds. John Tasioulas and Samantha Besson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 119–38. But our present circumstances are not ideal. Rather, the present world order includes many non-democratic states, and many democratic states that fail miserably. Two paths thus seem open for international human rights courts. Either courts may only regulate fairly well behaved states, such as the case is with the European Court of Human Rights, which only regulates democracies. Or courts must have policies and standards that can be defended toward citizens of all sorts of states.  The latter challenges attempts at distinguishing ideal from non-ideal theory. For instance: The existence of non-democratic states should lead us to ask the question raised by Patberg: “who is entitled to found and shape international human rights courts?” Should states generally, including nondemocratic states, have such entitlements?
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